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Across the accumulation zone of the Greenland ice sheet, summer temperatures can

be sufficiently warm to cause widespread melting, as was the case in July 2012 when

the entire ice sheet experienced a brief episode of enhanced surface ablation. The

resulting meltwater percolates into the firn and refreezes, to create ice lenses, and layers

within the firn column. This is an important process to consider when estimating the

surface mass balance of the ice sheet. The rate of meltwater percolation depends on

the permeability of the firn, a property that is not well constrained in the presence of

refrozen ice layers and lenses. We present a novel, inexpensive method for measuring

in-situ firn permeability using pneumatic testing, a well-established technique used in

environmental engineering and hydrology. To illustrate the capabilities of this method,

we estimate both horizontal and vertical permeability from pilot tests at six sites on the

Greenland ice sheet: KAN-U, DYE-2, EKT, NASA-SE, Saddle, and EastGRIP. These sites

cover a range of conditions from mostly dry firn (EastGRIP), to firn with several ice layers

and lenses from refrozen meltwater (Saddle, NASA-SE, EKT), to firn with extensive ice

layers (DYE-2 and KAN-U). The estimated permeability in firn without refrozen ice layers

at EastGRIP agrees well with the range previously reported using an air permeameter to

measure permeability through firn core samples at Summit, Greenland. At sites with ice

lenses or layers, we find high degrees of anisotropy, with vertical permeability much lower

than horizontal permeability. Pneumatic testing is a promising and low-cost technique

for measuring firn permeability, particularly as meltwater production increases in the

accumulation zone and ice layers and lenses from refrozen melt layers become more

prevalent. In these initial proof-of-concept tests, the estimated permeabilities represent

effective permeability at the meter scale. With appropriately higher vacuum pressures and

more detailed monitoring, effective permeabilities over a larger scale may be quantified

reliably, and multiple measurements during a season and across multiple years could

improve understanding of the evolving firn structure and permeability. The technique is

also suitable for broad application in Antarctica and other glaciers and ice caps.
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INTRODUCTION

The Greenland Ice Sheet has been losing mass at an accelerated
rate in recent years and is a significant contributor to sea level
rise (e.g., Krabill et al., 2004; Velicogna and Wahr, 2006; Rignot
et al., 2011; Fettweis et al., 2013). Accurate modeling of the
surface mass balance of the ice sheet is essential for predicting its
contribution to sea level rise over the next century. Percolation
and refreezing of meltwater in firn occurs across much of the
ice sheet accumulation area and influences runoff, which is a
significant component of the surface mass balance. Accurately
modeling percolation and refreezing requires an estimate of firn
permeability (e.g., Colbeck, 1975; Ambach et al., 1981; Marsh and
Woo, 1985).

Permeability (units of length2) is an intrinsic property of a
porous medium that characterizes the connectivity of pore spaces
and describes the ability of a fluid (such as air or water) to flow
through the material. The hydraulic conductivity (units of length
time−1) of a porous medium for flow of water is, in fact, related
to the intrinsic permeability as follows (Bear, 1972):

K = k
ρg

µ
(1)

Where K is the hydraulic conductivity, k is the intrinsic
permeability of the material, ρ is bulk density of water, g is
acceleration due to gravity, and µ is the dynamic viscosity of
water. More generally, Equation (1) also provides a relationship
for the conductivity to any fluid, including air. In firn, meltwater
percolation can change the material structure through melting
and refreezing, along with grain metamorphic processes. Firn
permeability, then, is a material property that evolves with time,
and a measurement of air permeability in firn from a short-
duration pneumatic test reflects a snapshot in time of intrinsic
permeability of the current material structure (which is useful
and necessary for modeling meltwater percolation).

In heterogeneous media, the large-scale effective permeability
typically exhibits anisotropy, i.e., direction-dependent
permeability that requires a tensorial representation (e.g.,
Bear, 1972; Colbeck, 1975; Albert et al., 1996; Calonne et al.,
2012). Firn is an anisotropic porous medium, particularly due
to the presence of solid refrozen ice layers, ice lenses, or distinct
wind crust layers (ice layers defined as being continuous on a
snow pit scale, ice lenses as discontinuous; Fierz et al., 2009).

Although hydraulic conductivity (K) is most directly relevant
to meltwater infiltration and transport models, it can be inferred
from intrinsic permeability (k) measurements according to
Equation (1). It is common to measure k using air as a
fluid. Previous field studies have employed various techniques
to measure the air permeability of seasonal snow, as well
as firn samples collected in polar regions. Early permeability
measurements using progressive compression were conducted
by Bader (1939) and Bender (1957). Shimizu (1970) developed
a dual-cylinder air permeameter to characterize permeability
of snow in Hokkaido, Japan. Sommerfeld and Rocchio (1993)
used a permeameter with a conditioning column to measure
permeability of seasonal snow in Wyoming, USA. A similar

design to the dual-cylinder permeameter of Shimizu (1970) was
adopted to measure permeability of snow and firn at different
depths at Summit, Greenland (Albert et al., 1996; Albert and
Shultz, 2002; Luciano and Albert, 2002; Adolph and Albert,
2014) and in Antarctica (Courville et al., 2007, 2010; Hörhold
et al., 2009). Recent studies have included other approaches as
well: Courville et al. (2010) compared measured permeability
with permeability estimated frommicrotomography and Lattice-
Boltzmann modeling, and Calonne et al. (2012) used three-
dimensional images of snow microstructure to estimate the full
permeability tensor at the core scale for numerous samples of
seasonal snow and Antarctic firn. These studies all measured
or estimated permeability of extracted core samples, which
would not necessarily accurately represent the field-scale effective
permeability in the presence of ice layers and lenses of varying
horizontal extent.

Given the implications of increased meltwater percolation
in Greenland’s firn and to account for ice lenses of varying
horizontal extent, it is important to consider in-situ field
permeability measurements rather than measurements from
isolated core samples, and whether these measurements can
resolve anisotropy directly. Most of the aforementioned studies
involving Greenland firn considered only vertical permeability,
with the exceptions of Albert et al. (1996), in which striking
differences between horizontal and vertical permeability were
observed in samples from the top 1m of snow at Summit,
and Luciano and Albert (2002), who measured both horizontal
and vertical permeability in selected sections of a 13m core
at Summit, with distinct directional differences throughout the
depth. Since Summit rarely experiences melt (i.e., refrozen ice
lenses do not occur), these studies provide excellent reference
datasets for permeability measurements of dry Greenland firn
without the influence of refrozen ice lenses. In Vermont, USA,
Albert and Perron (2000) found that vertical permeability across
ice layers and surface crust was significantly lower than in the
rest of the snowpack, and we expect that refrozen ice lenses in
Greenland firn would exhibit similar properties.

As meltwater production on the Greenland Ice Sheet increases
with warming air temperatures, new ice lenses will likely form at
higher elevations, affecting the large-scale effective permeability
of Greenland firn. This directly affects its percolation and
retention capacity, and accordingly its sea level rise buffering
capacity (Pfeffer et al., 1991; Harper et al., 2012). An open
question associated with climate change is: How will firn
permeability, meltwater percolation, and refreezing rates change
with increased meltwater production and more, or thicker, ice
lenses, and layers? Extending that line of thought, how much
meltwater can be retained in the firn as opposed to draining
from the ice sheet? Recent observations have shown that at
locations experiencing increased melt, ice lenses can build
up to form sufficiently thick layers that become impermeable
to further meltwater percolation, yielding surface runoff in
areas that could previously absorb the summer meltwater
by means of vertical percolation (Charalampidis et al., 2016;
Machguth et al., 2016; Mikkelsen et al., 2016). To better infer
the consequences of these changes, cost-effective approaches
to measuring in-situ field permeability are needed. Multiple
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measurements within a season and annually will also help to
improve understanding of evolving permeability, and will help
to constrain refreezing and the formation of ice lenses and
layers.

Here we present a relatively simple and inexpensive method
for measuring in-situ firn permeability using pneumatic testing.
This technique is frequently used to characterize permeability
of anisotropic soil, gravel, and rock formations in the design
of soil vapor extraction systems for environmental remediation
(Weinig, 1992). In April–May 2016, before the onset of the
melt season, we conducted a field campaign to test the method
at six sites on the Greenland Ice Sheet. The method is
described below, followed by an explanation of how the tests
were analyzed and permeability values inferred. The results
presented here are primarily intended as proof of concept to
demonstrate the utility of our method, while also highlighting
the potential for more expansive application to explore the
spatial and temporal distribution of poorly constrained firn
permeability values used in surface mass balance models
for Greenland, Antarctica, and other ice caps and alpine
glaciers.

METHODS

Pneumatic Testing Method and Field Setup
Pneumatic testing is a well-established technique for
characterizing the permeability of soil, gravel, and rock,
in the context of designing soil vapor extraction systems
for environmental remediation (e.g., Johnson et al., 1990;
Weinig, 1992). The method involves drilling boreholes,
applying suction with a vacuum at known depth below
an airtight seal in one borehole, and monitoring the air
pressure response below a seal at known depth in another
borehole some distance from the applied vacuum. A
similar procedure can be customized for application to
snow and firn. A schematic of this setup is shown in
Figure 1, and a photograph of the field setup is shown in
Figure 2.

We conducted tests at six locations on the Greenland Ice
Sheet, with varying prevalence of ice lenses and layers in the
stratigraphy, at various vacuum and monitoring point depths
down to approximately 4m depth at each site. The monitoring
borehole was drilled at a radial distance of 1m from the
vacuum hole. We drilled boreholes by hand using a Kovacs
Mark II coring drill for the vacuum hole and a Kovacs ice
auger for the monitoring hole. Inflatable rubber plugs (Cherne
Muni-Ball models 262,010 and 262,064) were used to seal
the holes at depth. The plugs were inflated through tubes
connected to a bicycle pump at the surface. Airflow through the
snow and firn was induced using a portable wet/dry vacuum
(Ridgid model WD4522) powered by a generator (Honda model
EU2000T1A1). The flow rate of air was measured using a
thermal anemometer (Dwyer model 471B). Pressure responses
were recorded using analog differential pressure gauges (Dwyer
Series 2000 Magnehelic) as well as a digital pressure transducer
(Dwyer Series 607-3) connected to a Campbell Scientific CR1000
datalogger.

Alternative Setup—Drilling into a Firn Pit
Wall
A modified experimental orientation was also employed at DYE-
2 in south Greenland. In this case, boreholes were drilled
horizontally into a large firn pit wall. A schematic of the vacuum
and monitoring borehole orientation is shown in Figure 3, and
a photograph is shown in Figure 4. The vacuum was applied
1m deep into the wall, in a layer of firn bounded above by
a 5 cm-thick ice layer and below by a 20 cm-thick ice layer
(horizontal extent of the ice layers into the wall is unknown).
For these tests, pressure responses were measured in sealed
monitoring boreholes drilled 1m deep into the wall at three
locations: 1m away in the same layer of firn as the vacuum
(Monitoring Borehole 1), 20 cm above the upper ice layer
(Monitoring Borehole 2), and 20 cm below the thicker, lower ice
layer (Monitoring Borehole 3).

Analytical Solution for Air Flow through
Firn
Permeability can be inferred from pneumatic field tests by
considering analytical solutions for steady-state air flow through
a porous, anisotropicmedium (e.g., Shan et al., 1992).We treat air
flow through snow and firn as Darcian flow of an ideal gas with
constant viscosity and composition, and we assume the system to
be isothermal. For the pressure solution, it is convenient to define
a transformed variable u related to pressure (Collins, 1961):

u = P2a − P2 (2)

where Pa is the ambient atmospheric pressure, and P is pressure
at a given point in the snow or firn. It can be shown that under
steady flow conditions, u satisfies the Laplace equation (Bear,
1972):

∇ · (k∇u) = 0 (3)

where k is the air permeability tensor. The analytical solution for
u during our pneumatic tests is obtained from the solution of the
three-dimensional Laplace equation with the vacuum treated as a
point sink in spherical coordinates. To account for the constant-
pressure surface boundary open to the atmosphere, we use the
method of images, a well-established technique for the solution
of the Laplace equation for flow toward a source/sink in semi-
infinite or finite domains (e.g., Jeans, 1908; Milne-Thomson,
1938; Bear, 1972). With the vacuum (a pressure “sink”) applied
at depth z0, adding an “image source” at height z0 above the
surface forms a line of symmetry to ensure that u = 0 at
the surface, where atmospheric pressure acts. Using a rescaled
vertical coordinate to transform an anisotropic medium to an
equivalent isotropicmedium (Bear, 1972; Shan et al., 1992) yields:

u (r, z) =
Q

4π
√
krkz





1
√

r2 + kr
kz
(z − z0)

2
−

1
√

r2 + kr
kz
(z + z0)

2





(4)
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic of pneumatic testing field setup. Vacuum is applied at depth in one borehole below a seal and the resulting pressure response is

measured below a seal in another borehole, through tubing connected to a pressure gauge on the surface. For each depth of applied vacuum, pressure responses at

two monitoring depths are recorded in separate tests.

where r is radial distance from the vacuum hole, z is depth
below the surface, Q is volumetric air flow rate, kr is radial
(horizontal) permeability, kz is vertical permeability, and z0 is the
depth at which vacuum is applied. Note that this solution assumes
a tensorial permeability that is constant (not spatially variable)
within the domain, corresponding to an assumed constant
heterogeneous firn pack for each test. In reality, firn structure
may vary substantially across a depth range of a few meters;
tests at multiple depths at each site capture the influence of these
variations. Figure 5 presents an example pressure response field
and air flow streamlines based on this solution for one of our
pneumatic tests. Using two monitoring points for each vacuum
depth, horizontal, and vertical permeability values are inferred
by fitting the analytical u(r,z) field (Equation 4) to observed
differential pressure responses by employing a least-squares
optimization scheme (MATLAB nonlinear least-squares solver
lsqnonlin). By dividing the equations for these two monitoring
points, u1(r1,z1)/u2(r2,z2), it is also possible to directly solve for
the anisotropy ratio kr/kz . Comparing the value of kr/kz obtained
directly with that inferred from optimization serves as a useful
check of the reliability of optimization results.

The solution for u can be modified to incorporate an

impermeable layer at some depth rather than treating the domain

as semi-infinite below the surface; with multiple boundaries, the

method of images becomes more complicated. In this case, we
need to apply an image source to account for the constant-

pressure surface boundary as before, and also apply an image sink

below the impermeable boundary to effectively cancel out the flux
at that boundary. But the image source above the surface then
creates an unbalanced flux across the lower boundary, and the
image sink below the impermeable boundary creates a pressure
drop at the surface, violating the boundary conditions, requiring

FIGURE 2 | Photograph of pneumatic testing field setup.

additional images sources/sinks. For each pair of images added,
these imbalances persist; the solution by the method of images
with two boundaries thus requires an infinite series of images
(Bear, 1972; Shan et al., 1992). The resulting series solution is
convergent because the later images in the series are increasingly
farther away from the finite domain of interest. Designating the
impermeable boundary at the depth of the first ice layer with
thickness ∼20 cm or greater (according to stratigraphy from
cores drilled at each site), we found that this had no effect on
the pressure solution in our test domain, suggesting that the
shallowest extensive ice layer is too deep to influence the pressure
response in the overlying firn and thinner refrozen melt layers.
The solution for u can also be modified to treat the vacuum
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic of alternative pneumatic test setup, drilling

boreholes horizontally into a firn pit wall at DYE-2. Vacuum was applied

in a sealed borehole drilled 1m horizontally into a layer of firn bounded above

and below by ice layers as observed in the pit wall. Pressure response to the

vacuum was measured in sealed boreholes at three locations: (1) in the same

layer of firn, (2) above a 5 cm-thick ice layer, and (3) below a 20 cm-thick ice

layer. The monitoring point located above the thinner (5 cm) ice layer from the

vacuum exhibited a lower pressure response compared to the response in the

same layer of firn as the vacuum, and the monitoring point across the thicker

(20 cm) ice layer from the vacuum exhibited a negligible response.

FIGURE 4 | Photograph of alternative pneumatic test setup, drilling

boreholes horizontally into a firn pit wall at DYE-2.

as a line sink in the small section of open borehole below
the plug, rather than as a point sink (Shan et al., 1992). The
permeability values inferred using these modified analyses fell
in the same range and exhibited the same anisotropy patterns
as those obtained using the simpler solution (Equation 4) for a
point-source in a semi-infinite domain.

RESULTS

Inferred Firn Permeability and Anisotropy
at Six Sites on the Greenland Ice Sheet
with Different Stratigraphy
We pilot tested this method for inferring firn permeability from
pneumatic testing in April–May 2016 before the onset of melt at

FIGURE 5 | Sample pressure field due to air flow induced by a vacuum

in one of our pneumatic tests. In this example, the vacuum is applied at 3m

depth. Snow surface is at the top of the plot. Labeled contour lines show the

differential pressure response. Blue lines indicate air flow streamlines.

six sites on the Greenland Ice Sheet (Figure 6). Site characteristics
and specific test dates are listed in Table 1. Five of the sites
(KAN-U, DYE-2, EKT, NASA-SE, and Saddle) are situated in
south Greenland, near the Arctic Circle. These sites experience
melt in some or most years; ice layers and lenses were observed
in the firn cores drilled at each location and in snow pits. Ice
layers are particularly abundant at KAN-U, which experiences
the most melt of these five sites, and also at DYE-2. The sixth
site, EastGRIP, is located farther north than the other sites and
very rarely experiences melt, rendering it a useful control site for
permeability of dry firn in the absence of refrozen lenses.

Using the analytical solution for air flow and optimization
methods for parameter estimation described in Section
Analytical Solution for air Flow through Firn, horizontal and
vertical permeability were inferred for each test conducted at the
field sites. Figure 7 presents the horizontal (kr , dashed line) and
vertical (kz , solid line) permeability profiles for five sites, along
with the depth of ice layers and lenses at each site (indicated
by horizontal dark blue lines, as recorded from stratigraphy
analysis of a firn core drilled near the pneumatic test site at
each location). The horizontal extent of ice layers and lenses is
not known. Permeability at KAN-U was investigated separately
because of the thick ice layer at that site, and will be described
below in Section Permeability in a Thick Ice Layer. The colored
shading in Figure 7 represents possible ranges of kr and kz
due to uncertainty in flow rate measurement. The depth range
associated with each permeability estimate (vertical extent of
the lines) corresponds to the depths of the two monitoring
points where pressure response was measured for a given applied
vacuum depth. In most cases, horizontal permeability is greater
than vertical permeability. For tests that span several ice layers
or lenses, this anisotropy is more pronounced, which intuitively
makes sense: it is more difficult for air to flow vertically through
ice layers, or around ice lenses, than to flow horizontally through
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics for sites on the Greenland ice sheet where permeability tests were conducted.

Site KAN-U Dye-2 EKT Saddle NASA-SE EastGRIP Summit

Latitude (deg) 67.000 66.473 66.985 65.999 66.480 75.627 72.580

Longitude (deg) −47.023 −46.283 −44.394 −44.500 −42.500 −35.942 −38.505

Elevation (m) 1812 2092 2343 2457 2389 2675 3199

Mean annual temperature (deg C) −16.7 −18.4 −21.0 −21.0 −20.7 −30.6 −30.2

Test Date (2016) 28 April 9 May 2 May 6 May 4 May 16 May N/A

Characteristics for Summit are also shown for comparison. Mean annual temperature is the mean annual air temperature for 1979–2014 from MAR 3.5.2 (Fettweis et al., 2013) forced
by ERA Interim.

FIGURE 6 | Map of field sites on the Greenland Ice Sheet where

pneumatic tests were conducted in spring 2016. Labeled contours

indicate ice surface elevation.

the firn between layers. In some of the tests that span several
ice layers or lenses (see the middle test at EKT, the middle
and deepest tests at NASA-SE, the deepest test at Saddle, and
the deepest test at DYE-2), the vertical permeability is very
low (<1 × 10−10 m2). In other tests that span ice layers or
lenses, however, the vertical permeability is not quite so low (for

example, the top test at DYE-2 and the top and middle tests
at Saddle). This distinction may be related to the horizontal
extent of individual ice lenses, which was not measured. In
contrast to the high anisotropy of tests spanning several ice
layers, horizontal and vertical permeability at EastGRIP are
more similar in magnitude, with vertical permeability even being
slightly higher than horizontal permeability in the deeper tests
at that location. It is reasonable to find low anisotropy here,
considering that EastGRIP has very few ice lenses; the deeper
tests span dry firn without even thin refrozen ice lenses. In
the absence of ice lenses, it is possible to have higher vertical
permeability than horizontal permeability due to metamorphic
processes at the grain scale (Luciano and Albert, 2002; Calonne
et al., 2012).

In Table 2, we compare the anisotropy ratio kr/kz inferred
from optimization with kr/kz from the direct solution of u1/u2
described in Section Analytical Solution for Air Flow through
Firn. The results agree closely, with the exception of four tests
that exhibit extremely high anisotropy across ice layers. For these
tests that span several ice layers from which we infer very small kz
values from optimization (and correspondingly large anisotropy
ratios), a direct solution for the anisotropy ratio kr/kz is not
found due to its large magnitude (the equations for u1 and u2
each approach 1/∞, so u1/u2 becomes similar to dividing zero
by zero). This implies that the inferred values for kr and kz from
optimization are more uncertain in these cases, but the overall
inference of very low vertical permeability and high anisotropy
across ice layers remains valid.

Permeability in a Thick Ice Layer
Our lowest-elevation field site is KAN-U, which experiences
the most melt each summer and, as a result, has the most
prevalent refrozen ice layers. Firn cores drilled in spring 2016
at this site revealed a continuous solid ice layer from a depth
of approximately 1.4–8m. This configuration provides a unique
field setup to illustrate the capabilities of our pneumatic test
method for inferring permeability in the presence of thick
sections of refrozen ice layers. At this site, differential pressure
response was measured in a single borehole at the point of
applied vacuum for incremental depths, from 0.2m down to
2.0m, shown in Figure 8A. An abrupt transition in the generated
suction is apparent when the vacuum is applied in “solid” ice
(below 1.4 m). The differential pressure measured at 1.8m and
2.0m is equal to that measured with the vacuum hose completely
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FIGURE 7 | Inferred horizontal (kr ) and vertical (kz) firn permeability values at five sites on the Greenland Ice Sheet. The vertical depth range for each

estimate corresponds to the depth between the two monitoring point depths where differential pressure was measured for each vacuum depth. Horizontal dark blue

lines indicate the depths of ice layers and lenses observed in cores at each site. Cyan and magenta shading represents inferred permeability limits based on the range

of airflow rates produced by the vacuum in the field. In some cases that span several ice layers, the inferred vertical permeability is very low (kz < 1 × 10−10 m2,

essentially impermeable).

TABLE 2 | Anisotropy ratio (kr/kz) for each test inferred from optimization

and by direct solution.

Test ID Vacuum

depth [m]

Monitoring

depths [m]

kr/kz (optimization) kr/kz (direct

solution)

EKT 1 1.00 1.00, 1.60 2.0 2.0

EKT 2 2.10 1.60, 1.90 3.3 × 106 N/A

EKT 3 2.95 1.90, 3.01 1.7 1.7

NASA-SE 1 1.05 1.05, 1.60 3.5 3.4

NASA-SE 2 1.95 1.60, 2.40 620 N/A

NASA-SE 3 2.85 2.40, 3.75 31.1 31.9

SADDLE 1 1.00 0.95, 1.70 2.3 2.3

SADDLE 2 2.00 1.70, 2.45 0.9 0.9

SADDLE 3 3.10 2.45, 3.85 1.2 × 106 N/A

DYE-2 1 1.00 0.85, 1.60 2.1 2.0

DYE-2 2 2.05 1.60, 2.40 8.3 × 105 N/A

EastGRIP 1 0.90 1.20, 2.12 1.6 1.6

EastGRIP 2 2.01 2.12, 3.14 0.6 0.5

EastGRIP 3 2.90 3.14, 3.83 0.9 0.9

Test ID labels identify the site name and test number (numbered from shallowest to
deepest). For the majority of the tests, kr /kz inferred by optimization agrees closely with
kr /kz from the direct solution. Four tests that span several ice layers (EKT 2, NASA-SE
2, SADDLE 3, and DYE-2 2) exhibit extraordinarily high anisotropy, essentially implying
negligible vertical permeability. For these cases, the direct solution for kr /kz breaks
down numerically. This reflects a higher level of uncertainty for kr and kz inferred from
optimization for these tests, but the general inference of high anisotropy and very low
vertical permeability across the ice layers holds.

sealed, indicating that: (a) the thick refrozen ice layer is nearly
impermeable, and (b) the inflatable plugs achieve a good seal
against the borehole walls. Permeability values can be inferred

from this test scenario using the analytical solution described
in Section Analytical Solution for Air Flow through Firn. In
this case, we consider the differential pressure measured just
below the vacuum, and treat that pressure as uniform on a
small sphere (with radius 5 cm) representing the open space in
the vacuum below the borehole. For the two monitoring points
needed for the analysis, we select two points on this sphere and
employ the optimization methods for parameter estimation as
described previously. Figure 8B presents horizontal and vertical
permeability values inferred from the field tests at KAN-U. The
results support what we might expect in this situation. In the top
meter of snow and firn (with a few minor ice layers and lenses),
horizontal permeability is greater than vertical permeability, but
even the horizontal permeability is relatively low compared to
our other sites (<5 × 10−10 m2). Both horizontal and vertical
permeability generally decrease further with depth, and both
become very small (<0.3 × 10−10 m2) in the thick ice below
1.5 m. This indicates that the meters-thick ice layer significantly
decreases the permeability.

Pneumatic Tests into a Firn Pit Wall
We also conducted three additional tests at DYE-2 with
the alternative test orientation involving boreholes drilled
horizontally into a snow pit wall (shown in Figures 3, 4). First,
the pressure response was observed in a borehole sealed 1m
deep, located 1m radially away from the vacuum borehole, in the
same layer of firn bounded by the ice layers (labeled Monitoring
Borehole 1 in Figure 3); the measured differential pressure
response here was 12.4 Pa. Next, the pressure was monitored in
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FIGURE 8 | (A) Differential pressure measured in vacuum tests at KAN-U. (B)

Inferred horizontal (kr ) and vertical (kz ) permeability values (depth of refrozen

ice layers and lenses shown as blue horizontal lines). In both the differential

pressures and permeability values, an abrupt transition is apparent between

1.2 and 1.4m depth, corresponding to the transition to solid refrozen ice that

extends from ∼1.4 to 8m at this site. The differential pressure measured at

1.8m and 2.0m is equal to that measured for a nearly perfect vacuum (i.e.,

sealing the vacuum hose). In the snow and firn above the thick ice, kr is
greater than kz , and both generally decrease with depth until the transition to

thick ice, where both become very small, reflecting the effective impermeability

of the refrozen ice.

a borehole just above the 5 cm ice layer (Monitoring Borehole
2). In this case the differential pressure was 8.7 Pa, suggesting
that this ice layer interferes with air flow but is not completely
impermeable (the horizontal extent of the ice layer into the wall
is unknown). For the third test (Monitoring Borehole 3), the
pressure response was measured below the 20 cm-thick ice layer
below the vacuum. The differential pressure response here was
1.2 Pa—a very small response, suggesting that the 20 cm-thick ice
layer substantially diminishes vertical permeability.

DISCUSSION

Comparison to Previously Published Values
Permeability measurements for Greenland firn have been
previously published for Summit (Albert et al., 1996; Albert
and Shultz, 2002; Luciano and Albert, 2002; Adolph and Albert,
2014). We attempted to conduct pneumatic tests at Summit
during our field campaign, but suffered equipment failure in the
extreme cold during our only opportunity for these tests (−33◦C,
with freezing fog). Our northern field site at EastGRIP, however,
can be reasonably compared to Summit with similar surface
temperatures (see Table 1); both sites experience very little melt
and so consist of mainly dry firn. When they have occasionally
experienced melt in the last several years (for example, in the
high melt year 2012), the refrozen melt layers are very thin, on
the order of 1–2mm. Average snow and firn density measured in
the top 3m at Summit and EastGRIP in 2016 indicate densities
approximately 21% higher at EastGRIP, owing primarily to lower

TABLE 3 | Inferred permeability with 95% confidence intervals associated

with the optimization method for parameter estimation.

Test ID kr [m
2

× 10−10]

(95% confidence)

kz [m2
× 10−10] (95%

confidence)

EKT 1 7.518

(7.498, 7.537)

3.723

(3.717, 3.730)

EKT 2 50.32

(33.79, 66.86)

3.055 × 10−5

(−1.321, 1.322)

EKT 3 12.00

(11.99, 12.02)

7.043

(7.036, 7.049)

NASA-SE 1 14.807

(14.805, 14.809)

4.268

(4.267, 4.268)

NASA-SE 2 21.68

(−9.251, 52.61)

0.035

(−7.754, 7.825)

NASA-SE 3 29.85

(29.48, 30.22)

0.961

(0.800, 1.123)

SADDLE 1 10.77

(10.73, 10.82)

4.724

(4.710, 4.738)

SADDLE 2 10.63

(10.45, 10.82)

11.30

(11.16, 11.44)

SADDLE 3 22.84

(−14.73, 60.40)

3.793 × 10−5

(−30.98, 30.98)

DYE-2 1 11.38

(11.35, 11.40)

5.518

(5.510, 5.526)

DYE-2 2 23.72

(−40.57, 88.02)

4.325 × 10−10

(−16.19, 16.19)

EastGRIP 1 22.86

(21.16, 24.57)

14.75

(13.95, 15.55)

EastGRIP 2 16.28

(15.50, 17.06)

29.03

(28.07, 29.99)

EastGRIP 3 19.67

(19.50, 19.83)

22.75

(22.56, 22.94)

In most cases, the confidence intervals are narrow, indicative of a true optimum found
in the solution. Values shaded in gray correspond to tests that span several ice layers,
with very low vertical permeability. The confidence intervals for these highlighted cases
are large, without a unique solution. This suggests that the assumption of an effective
homogeneous anisotropic material to represent the firn/ice combination in these cases is
not fully appropriate, and it is apparent that the ice layers act as impermeable boundaries.

accumulation rates. Adolph and Albert (2014) found, however,
that there was not a direct relationship between permeability
and density at Summit (for near-surface firn), so this difference
in density does not necessarily undermine a comparison of
permeabilities at the two sites.

The vertical permeability values measured for the top 3m of
snow and firn at Summit in 2000 typically fell between 2 and
100 × 10−10 m2 (Albert and Shultz, 2002). Albert et al. (1996)
published both horizontal and vertical permeability for the top
meter of snow at Summit, with values for both ranging between 2
and 60 × 10−10 m2. Horizontal and vertical permeability values
were also reported at Summit by Luciano and Albert (2002), with
a range of 10–65 × 10−10 m2. At EastGRIP, we infer vertical
permeability (kz) in the range 10–40× 10−10 m2, and horizontal
permeability (kr) of 10–30 × 10−10 m2, which are consistent
with the range reported for dry snow and firn at Summit. For
our two deeper tests at EastGRIP (below 2m), we infer vertical
permeability to be slightly higher than horizontal permeability
(kr/kz of 0.9 and 0.6 for the two depths, respectively); Luciano and
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FIGURE 9 | Root-mean-square error (RMSE) in pressure response for each pneumatic test are obtained by perturbing about the optimal estimates of

permeabilities. Tests are shown for each site in order of depth. In most cases, a clear optimum is apparent near the center of the plot. The tilt of the RMSE contour

lines indicates a dependence in the solution between kr and kz . In several cases (EKT 2, NASA-SE 2, NASA-SE 3, SADDLE 3, DYE-2 2), there is not a clear RMSE

optimum. These cases correspond to tests that span several ice layers, with very low vertical permeability. The assumption of an effective homogeneous anisotropic

material in these cases does not adequately represent the behavior resulting from distinct impermeable layers and results in higher uncertainties for kr estimates for

these tests.

Albert (2002) also found slightly higher vertical than horizontal
permeability for comparable depths in dry firn at Summit. This
anisotropy is likely due to firn microstructure; for example,
Calonne et al. (2012) measured higher vertical than horizontal
permeability (kr/kz ∼0.6) in evolved depth hoar.

Uncertainty in Permeability Estimates
We wish to clearly articulate sources of error and uncertainty
in our measurements and analysis. In this section we present
confidence intervals associated with optimization for the
inferred permeability values, the uncertainty associated with
measurement error, and discuss practical difficulties that were
encountered during the field tests.

Uncertainty Associated with Optimization
In Section Inferred Firn Permeability and Anisotropy at Six
Sites on the Greenland Ice Sheet with Different Stratigraphy,
we inferred permeability based on optimal fitting of our
measured pressure responses with an analytical solution
for air flow through an anisotropic porous medium.
From the optimization process (using the MATLAB
nonlinear least-squares solver lsqnonlin, https://www.
mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/lsqnonlin.html), we obtain
95% confidence intervals associated with each inferred
permeability value using the MATLAB function nlparci

(https://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/nlparci.html, which
uses the optimized parameter estimates, residuals, and Jacobian
generated by lsqnonlin). Table 3 presents kr and kz inferred
for each pneumatic test along with these confidence intervals.
In most cases, the confidence intervals are narrow (<2 ×
10−10 m2), indicating a clear optimum solution. In some cases,
however, the confidence intervals are relatively large (up to
60 × 10−10 m2), and may even include nonphysical negative
permeability values. These nonconforming cases correspond to
tests that span several ice layers or lenses within the firn. The
broad confidence intervals suggest that the assumption of a
semi-infinite effective/equivalent homogeneous medium is not
physically representative in these cases, where sets of distinct ice
layers may act like impermeable boundaries.

To help confirm the robustness of the kr and kz estimates,
sensitivity analysis of the root-mean-squared error (RMSE)
between predictions and observations was performed by
perturbing each parameter estimate (kr and kz) by ±5% about
the optimal estimate. The contours of RMSE in parameter space
visualize how well-defined the optima are, and also determine
whether there are interactions between the parameter estimates.
Figure 9 presents the resulting RMSE contours in measured
pressure responses for each perturbation combination. In most
cases, a clear optimum is apparent near the center of the
contour plot. The RMSE contours are tilted, however, indicating
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FIGURE 10 | Permeability inferred from pneumatic tests with perturbations of measured pressure responses to account for measurement error.

Assuming a normal distribution of measurement error with µ = 0, σ = 0.5 Pa, we applied the optimization solution to find kr and kz for 1,000 randomly sampled errors

for each pneumatic test. The resulting probability density function (PDF) of kr and kz for each test at each site is shown. Referencing the ice layer/lens depths shown in

Figure 7, these distributions support the finding that in general, kr > kz in the presence of ice layers or lenses. At EastGRIP, kr and kz are more similar in magnitude.

Broader PDF distributions correspond to tests in which low pressure responses were observed, making these tests more sensitive to measurement error.

some dependence between the kr and kz estimates (for two
independent variables, the contours would appear as circles or
ellipses with major and minor axes aligned with the horizontal or
vertical axes). In some cases, there is no clear center to the RMSE
contours, but rather the contour lines are vertical or near vertical;
these cases correspond to those tests that span several ice layers
and are essentially impermeable to vertical flow. The shape of
the pressure RMSE contours in these cases shows that the RMSE
is relatively insensitive to estimates of kz (note that kz is very
small in these cases, with correspondingly small perturbations).
As discussed previously, the optimized permeability is less well
constrained for these cases that span several ice layers.

Uncertainty Due to Measurement Error
During our pneumatic tests, steady-state pressure responses were
read from analog differential pressure gauges and recorded by
hand in a field notebook. Because pressure responses to the
vacuum are small (in the range of 1–10 Pa), any fluctuations due
to wind or a slight tilt of the gauge box can cause unintended
errors. All efforts were made in the field to eliminate these errors.
Where possible, manually recorded pressure responses were
also verified and confirmed by the digitally recorded pressure
responses on the datalogger. Some tests were not recorded
digitally due to power supply challenges in cold conditions.
A comparison of steady-state differential pressures for all tests
with both a digital and manual record reveals close agreement

and only minor discrepancies between the two, with a median
difference of 0.5 Pa. To estimate the uncertainty in inferred
permeability associated with possible measurement error, we
assume the error to be normally distributed with standard
deviation σ= 0.5 Pa.We perturb the observed pressure responses
for each pneumatic test with a random sample of 1,000 errors
from this normal distribution and solve for the corresponding
optimized kr and kz for each of the perturbations. Figure 10
presents the probability density function (PDF) for kr and kz for
each test depth at each site. These distributions fall within the
same range as seen before (5–60 × 10−10 m2 for kr , and 0–30
× 10−10 m2 for kz), and support the general patterns discussed
above in Section Inferred Firn Permeability and Anisotropy at
Six Sites on the Greenland Ice Sheet with Different Stratigraphy.
In the presence of ice layers and lenses, kr is typically greater than
kz . At EastGRIP, kr and kz are more similar in magnitude. Tests
with a wider distribution spread correspond to tests in which
the measured pressure response was low, making them more
sensitive to pressure measurement error.

Equipment Challenges and Flow Rate Uncertainty
The thermal anemometer we used for measuring flow rate was
damaged and ceased to function partway through the field
campaign after exposure to particularly cold conditions (below
−24◦C). The flow measurements that were recorded successfully
prior to its damage, however, correspond to a fairly narrow
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range of 3.5–7.0 ms−1. Because of this uncertainty (and also
the general fluctuating nature of thermal anemometer flow rate
measurement), shaded error bars on the inferred permeability
values presented in Figure 7 are included to reflect the range in
flow rate generated by the portable wet/dry vacuum. Permeability
values corresponding to the mean measured flow rate (5.1ms−1)
are indicated as solid (kz) or dashed (kr) black lines on the
figure.

The inflatable rubber plugs used to seal the boreholes at
depth were inflated through tubes connected to a bicycle pump
at the surface. The integrity of the seals against the borehole
walls is important. On especially cold days (below −20◦C), the
tube connections to the pump contracted and required constant
vigilance to ensure proper seals were maintained. Only tests in
which solid hand-tight seals (tugging on the attached tubing
yielded no movement) held in both the vacuum and monitoring
boreholes for the duration of a test were recorded and used in
the analysis above. If a seal was lost, the plug and equipment
noticeably dropped to rest at the bottom of the borehole. In
future applications, a portable air compressor could be used to
maintain and ensure constant pressure in the plugs, and more
expensive custom silicone plugs could be used, with temperature
ratings for all connections and equipment down to−40◦C.While
it is certainly preferable to conduct the pneumatic tests in less
extreme cold, logistics in the field do not always allow for such
fair-weather flexibility.

Conclusions and Recommendations for
Future Work
From these initial tests on the Greenland Ice Sheet, we have found
in-situ pneumatic testing to be a promising method that can
be used to infer horizontal and vertical firn permeability in the
field. Accurate permeability estimates are necessary for meltwater
infiltration, transport, and retention models that estimate runoff,
a key component of surface mass balance. In general, we find
higher anisotropy in firn permeability across refrozen ice layers
and lenses than in dry firn. In the presence of ice layers and
lenses, vertical permeability ranges from 0–30 × 10−10 m2, with
horizontal permeability on the order of 5–60× 10−10 m2. In dry
firn without refrozen lenses or layers, both vertical and horizontal
permeability range between approximately 10–30× 10−10 m2.

Researchers using this method in future campaigns could
employ more pressure transducers at various monitoring depths
and distances from the vacuum for each test to generate a more
complete picture of the permeability structure at a given site. To
avoid being limited by temperature conditions during available
test opportunities during a field campaign, all equipment should

be rated down to −40◦C Additionally, a stronger vacuum motor
could potentially be used to stimulate measureable pressure
responses farther away from the vacuum (taking care not to
destroy the firn structure itself). Finally, it would be particularly

illuminating to examine in detail the change in permeability
over multiple years at locations on the Greenland Ice Sheet
with increasing meltwater production. Such a study has the
potential to clarify changes accompanying increased ice layer
and ice lens formation that results from a warming climate, with
ramifications for meltwater percolation and surface mass balance
of the entire ice sheet. This technique is also suitable for broad
application in Antarctica and other glaciers and ice caps.
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